
I
t is too bad that journalist George Monbiot, one of our few

climate change heroes, did not read the emails hacked from

the UK’s University of East Anglia scientists, before

opening his big media mouth to pass judgement on scientists

there.

Mr Monbiot had no place calling for the resignation of Dr

Phil Jones who is of the world’s most respected climate change

experts.

In his harsh blog statement on November 23, subsequently

reported in world media, Monbiot said that Phil Jones should

resign from the university’s climatic research unit over the

content of the leaked emails. 

My response to Monbiot’s judgement was to read the emails

for myself. Incredibly, he seems to have made his statement on

hearsay; obviously not from having actually read the emails.

They are very different in their full context. For sure there are a

few (very few) containing emotional content that have no place

in professional correspondence. 

The hacked and leaked emails, coming just before the UN

Copenhagen Climate Conference, are part of an orchestrated

campaign to deny the scientific reality of catastrophic global

climate change.

Let us get the simple fundamental facts of the climate

change science straight. Greenhouse gases that are constantly

emitted in vast quantities into the atmosphere radiate heat to

the planet for so long as they last in the atmosphere. This has to

happen. It is the law—the laws of physics and the universe.

The top three greenhouse gases are long-lasting in the

atmosphere. Therefore so long as they are being emitted, their

concentration in the atmosphere has to increase because they

have to accumulate in the atmosphere—which means more

heating.

The increase in the global average surface temperature is at

a standstill right now (thank God) but global warming has not

stopped. Like a cake in the oven at a constant heat, the planet is

still being baked by atmospheric greenhouse gases that are still

rising. Most of the heat does not show up because over 80% of

it is taken up by the oceans. The oceans also absorb 40% of our

carbon emissions, becoming acidified in the process. (As corals

are killed by heat and acid, marine scientists say we can kiss the

world’s coral reefs goodbye.) More heat is being taken up

melting the vast planetary ice masses. 

Global greenhouse gas emissions are catastrophic.You can

bet your life on it.

While there has been a steady stream of this dis-information

on global warming, we are not being told what really matters

which is that the temperature increase in the Arctic has not

stopped rising—it has been increasing over the past decade. It is

the Arctic that is right now determining the survival of

humanity and life on Earth. So long as the global temperature

is increased, planetary ice masses will continue to melt, Arctic

permafrost will continue to thaw and Arctic frozen solid

methane hydrates will continue to melt on the ocean floor. Both

permafrost and methane hydrates contain double all the

carbon in the atmosphere and they have both been emitting

methane for several years.

Most important of all the Arctic summer ice will continue to

thin. If nothing is done on a global emergency basis about

emissions, one summer, between five to ten years away, most of

the ice will vanish. The effect of this is obvious. The 2.7 million

square miles of Arctic summer ice is the cooling climate

moderating air conditioner for the entire northern hemisphere. 

The bread basket of the world is in middle of the this

continent—where it gets hottest. The Canadian government has

known for many years that prairie agriculture is vulnerable to

global warming. A 2007 Natural Resources Canada report

From Impacts to Adaptation: Canada in a Changing Climate

2007 said that ‘Water quality and quantity will decline on a

seasonal basis in every region of Canada. Prairie drought will

become the norm.’ I can hear the federal government saying

‘Let them eat tar sands.’ Yes we are trading away our food

security forever in order to bake the planet with our oil and gas

for a few more years.

The effect on the methane being emitted from the warming

Arctic is obvious. It is something we don’t want to even think

about. The denial campaign has succeeded to make us a society

of climate catastrophe deniers.

The state of the Arctic today is catastrophic for North

America and the planet and the climate scientists know we are

on the brink of oblivion. As ever the deniers have no case and

they must know it. They also have no conscience.

The amazing thing that comes out of reading these emails is
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the steady stream of harassment that our top climate change

scientists are subjected to by the aggressive campaign of

climate change deniers.

The scientists at Hadley are being continually forced to

spend an inordinate amount of their time in defending their

science from totally unfounded claims that appear on climate

change blogs and which get reported in the media. As the true

information is contained in complex computer models, based

on masses of scientific research, climate scientists are at a huge

disadvantage to demonstrate in the popular media that the

irresponsible statements are wrong. The scientists spend a

great deal of their time outside of work educating public

audiences on climate change facts to counter the denial

disinformation campaign. 

Hacking activity, and worse, has been noticed at other

climate change research facilities, in Canada too. The scientists,

as a result of all this, operate under a high degree of personal

stress. The harassment includes threats of civil litigation and

they are also subjected to personally insulting emails on their

work. In other words, an aggressive campaign has been

constantly waged for years against the scientists and the science.

It would be no surprise if some of the scientists did not reach

nervous breaking points at times.

Reading the emails it comes across so clearly that these

scientists are trying hard to protect the future of humanity from

global climate catastrophe (inevitable if greenhouse gas

emissions don’t fall) and the climate change deniers don’t care

one bit, even though their campaign has already condemned to

death and suffering countless millions who are most vulnerable

to climate change . 

I have been critical of the reluctance of the International

Panel on Climate Change’s scientists to tell the full extent of the

terrible risks that the world is facing. Now I understand the

reason for their reluctance.

Read the emails, Mr Monbiot, and then give your moral

support to the scientists in their dedication to their extremely

hard work for humanity.0
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